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Introduction 
Very fre~uently in experimental work we deal with some 
characteristics or attributes that are not susceptible of 
accurate measurement, although it is possible to divide the 
population into two or more categories with reference to 
these attributes. The division into these categories pro-
duces a table which is called a contingency table. Suppose 
N objects are classified according as they possess one or 
both or neither of two ~ualitative traits or attributes 
which may, for convenience, be denoted by I and II. Such 
a classification will yield the following 2X2 contingency 
table: 
Not II II Total 
Hot I a c m 
I b d n 
Total r s N 
where a1'b+c-td=N, and the four classes being mutually 
exclusive but not necessarily exhaustive. The attributes 
may sometimes admit also of g_uantitative measurement, but 
we are considering only the case where they are classified 
in two classes, such as "tall" and "not tall", "male" and 
"female", "good" and "bad", etc. 
Before any further discussion of contingency tables, 
let us consider a typical problem. Suppose that a gambler's 
die is rolled 60 times and a record is kept of the number 
of times each face comes up~ If the die is an "honest" 
or "unbiased" die, each face v1ill have the probability 
1/6 of appearing in a single roll. Therefore, each face 
would be expected to appear 10 times in an ex_periment of 
this kind. Suppose that the experiment produced the fol-
lowing results, where the row labeled o represents the 
observed freq_uencies and the row labeled e represents the 
expected freq_uencies: 
Face 1 2 3 4 5 6 
0 15 7 4 11 6 17 
e 10 10 10 10 10 10 
As a measure of the compatibility of such observed 
and expected freq_uencies, it is customary to calculate a 
z.. 
q_uan ti ty called chi-square ( :;:. ) , which is defined by 
y2- ~ (o.-e. );: 
J'-'=2... l l 
"-=1 ei 
where k is the nunber of pairs of frequencies to be com-
pared, o. and e. denote the i th pair of observed and e~;:-
l l 
pected freq~encies, and -:::- o - ..c- e - '' c._.-..:::::::::::_ . h. 
l l 
In this 
1 E:oel, P.G., Introduction to ;,;atheJaatical Statistics, 
p. 164. 
ii 
problem k = 6 and 
)\'2- _(15-10) 2 + (7-10) 2 + 
10 10 
(6-10) 2 (17-10) 2 ~ 13.6. 
+ 10 + 10 
iii 
.A. vc:.lue of 0 VJOuld correspond to ex_act a,.:~ree_..-JJ_c.nt v;i th ex-
l)ectatio.a, -,'/here:::.s increo.s:ngl~r la.ri__;8 VG.lGE:S of fi."'J.;;lk~Y be 
thoucht of 0.s corres~,:-onC.inG to ir:creasin~_:;ly lJoor- G~:)8l'i-
IlUi.Jlber of t~ . .:-~:es '-'~'i th an unbiased die s.nd eaci:J. tiGc the 
value of )I.,_ v:ere cor,:}uted, a set of' )i.:z.-,.5 \Joulc1 be obtained 
'vhich could be classifisd into a relative fre~ueccy table 
This relati ve-fre-1uency tc~b_ls · . .'ould tell one 
ap)roxin.s.tely in Y:hc:.t percentage of such ex~~·t:.riLents v:;,_rious 
rcr<:e2 of vc.L-.cs of' F could be ex:>ecteu to be obtc.i:1<CU • 
... 
Then one. ': ;:;c.ld be sble to juJ.se ·v·J;.~.eth.er ti:e ve.lne of](.. ==13 .6 
.,_ 
y.;e.s Wlususlly lc._-L~~~~~ .:-.s c-::J_,~J.Jered t-.J the r~n of J.. '5 tL.e::_t ere 
say less th&n 5 p8r cent, one t:ould jua~e that the observed 
freQuencies were not cor~atible Vlit1 the frequ5ncies ex-
pected for an unbiased die, and hen_ce one \ICu.ld conclude 
function is kno~:Jn to a_p.proxL:nate the fre(1 uency f'unction of 
" 
iv 
-;J.\ery well when N is large, and is called the )-.-.--frequency 
function. 
-f(~) 
-x"' This frequency function is for the continuous variable /' 
and should not be confused with the unknown frequency 
function of the discrete variable }'~previously defined; 
it is only an approximation to the latter frequency function. 
The parameter v is called the number of degrees of freedom 
and is given by v=k-1. The symbol f(x) denoted the gamma 
or factorial function of x. The remarkable feature of this 
freq_uency function is that it depends only upon k, the number 
of pairs of freq_uencies to be compared. Since the continuous 
freq_uency function is only an approxir.1ation to the dis crete 
frequency function, care must be exercised that the }.vtest 
is used only when the approximation is sood. :Sxperience 
and theoretical investigations indicate that the approxi-
mation is usually satisfactory provided that the ei~ 5 and 
k~5. If k<5, it is best to have the ei somewhat larger 
than 5. 
..... 
Tables for the above )\ distribution are available 
and from these tables it will be found that, for a si;nificance 
..... 
level of 5%,) :::11.1 for 5 degrees of freedom; hence, the value 
of )\""= 13.6 is significant at the 5)~ level a..rJ.d v1e conclude that 
the grunbler's die is biased. 
v 
'Z.. 
The '}.. test possesses a remarL:able property that per-
mits it to be applied even when the cell >Jrobabili ties 
depend upon unknown parameters. This property, although 
very difficult to prove, is very siuple to state. It may 
be expressed as follows1 : ... The ].. test is applicable v1hen 
the cell probabilities depend upon unknown parameters, 
provided that the unJ:JlOWn parameters are reCJlaced by their 
maximum likelihood estimates and provided that one degree 
of freedom is deducted for each independent parameter 
estimated. 
.... 
A very useful application of the J' test occurs in 
connection with testing the compatibility of observed and 
expected frequencies in contingency tables. 
A contingency table is usually constructed for the 
purpose of studying the relationship between the two vari-
ables of classification. In particular, one may wish to 
know whether the two variables are related. By means of 
.... 
the )l test, it is possible to test the hypothesis that the 
two variables are independent. 
Let us consider a general contingency table containing 
r rows and c columns. Let pij be the probability that an 
individual selected at random from the population under 
consideration will be a member of the cell in the ith row 
1Hoel, P.G., Introduction to il:athematical Statistics, p. 170. 
vi 
and jth column of the contingency table. Let pi• be the 
probability that the individual will be a member of the ith 
row and let p • be the probability that the individual will 
• J 
be a member of the jth column. Then the hypothesis that 
the 2 variables are independent can be written in the form 
H0 : Pij==Pi,P•j where i=l, ... ,r and j=l, ... ,c. 
If a sample of n individuals is selected and nij of 
them are found in the cell in the ith row and jth column, 
..... 
then 7' will assume the form 
2 
"l:-.... 11. c. (n .. -np .. ) 
J' =;!!: 2. ~J ~J 
A.':.IJ:I 
npij 
But under the hypothesis H
0
, this expression will become 
2 
-..... "' 2;:- (nij - np. p .) 
'( =Z':.c:._ ~· ·J 
..)' .l:.J -;j:. I 
np. P . 
~. • J 
Since the Pi. and P.j are unknown, it is necessary to es-
timate them from the sample. If the estimates are maxi-
..._ 
mum likelihood estimates, the )( test may be applied, pro-
vided that 1 degree of freedom is deducted for each par-
ameter so estimated. 
"- c 
Since .;E. p~ == 1 and :£ p . = 1, there 
1.::./ .I. • :J:.I • J 
are r-l+c-l=r+c-2 parameters to be estimated; hence the 
proper number of degrees of freedom for testing independ-
ence in a contingency table of r rows and c columns is 
given by v= k-1-(r+c-2) = (rc-1)-(r+c-2) = (r-1) (c-1). 
vii 
Now it is necessary to find the maximum likelihood 
estimates of the p. and p .• For this puroose let n. 
l• ·a .... l• 
denote the sum of the frequencies in the ith row and let 
n.j denote the sum of the frequencies in the jth column. 
Since the variables nij are discrete, the likelihood of 
the sample is the probability of obtaining the sample in 
the order in which it occurred. Thus, the likelihood of 
the s~~ple will be given by 
But, because of H0 and the definitions of ni. and n•j' this 
will reduce to 
Tr n.j 
II P • j 
~f=-1 
Before differentiating L with respect to Pi· for oaxi-
mizing purposes, it is necessary to express one of the 
Pi.'s, say p , in terms of the remaining ones through 
r• 
/L. 
the relation ~ p. =1. If this is done, L will assume ~ l• 
-t.;:;..l 
viii 
the form 
Taking logaritr.ms, 
where K does not involve the variable Pi. • Now, dif-
ferentiating with respect to Pi, and setting the derivative 
equal to 0 for a maximum, 
,__, 
Since 1- ~Pi. = Pr., this equation is eCJ.uivalent to 
J.>::.l 
where I" does not depend upon the index i. Since this nust 
hold for i = 1,2, ••• ,r, and since 
it follows that Jl=l/n, and hence that the naximUia like-
lihood estimate of p. is l• 
n 
By symmetry, the maximum likelihood estimate of p . is 
• J 
Therefore, if p. and p . are replaced by their maximum 
l• • J 
likelihood estimates, J(\vill become 
p':_ £-£_ (nij _ ni ~n, j)Z--
"""' 1·=-, ni.n•j 
n 
...... 
This quantity may be treated as )Ossessing a )\distri-
ix 
bution with (r-1) (c-1) degrees of freedom, provided that 
n is sufficiently large and H is true. 
0 
It is easily shown1 that for a 222 contingenc;y table, 
using the cell fre~uencies of the table on page i, 
..... 2 A== H(ad-bc) 
.mnrs 
..... 
The apyroximation to }.. is somethinG lixe the ap:,Jroxi-
mation of the discontinuous binomial distribution to a 
normal one, Yll1ere tl1e calculated fre'·luency betT:een t110 
values of x, say a and b inclusive, is .:;i·ven by the area 
under the corres,.~onding nornal curve, not ';et11een a and b 
but bet·;;een a-~ and b+~. Similarly, as vn,s suc;c;ested by 
Yates, the approximation to )\Lis L1proved by re~.>lacing 
1 Kenney & Zeeping, :.:OJ.then;atics of Statistics, Part II, 
p. 230. 
one cell frequency, say d, by d ± ~ accord in;:; as ad~ be, 
and adjusting the others to keep the ~mr,:;inal totals un-
X 
eltered. The effect is to re11lace ad-be in the ':bove for-
r:ule. by Jad-bc J- ~-~/2. This is lG.'l0\/]11 s.s Yc.-Ces' c.~~"I'Gction 
for con tj_nui ty. It u.ndoubtedlJr 1L)roves the e:.:: til"!lC. te of 
unless tl1e cE-ll J'.-!..'S,_L;_enci.e.3 :::.x·e ~._.:.ui te larc;e. In usinG the 
'born5 in nind t~1at t.i.1e (j_Ltanti ty- :: (2.6.-Jc) ~ /.::.a1rs uc~u,_·,lly 
1,.. 
has the)\ distribution only in the lil::it c.s ~- :Gll~S to 
infi.:.lity--. :Lven '.jit.i.l the Ys.tes correction, it co.r.L~lOt ~)e 
\-
C Rlcu·lRf-ed f'- .. o··,, "'2r _,j_, 1' ',·.::. ._- ..... cuJ~-:,~e (..... ·- v ~ j_ lJ~ '"' ',. ...L J 1 ..- ·-·· v - '- I.J • 
11he problem of testinc:; the si,~~lificu.nce of a. Uif-
ference tet·,'Jeen t\JO lJl'O_portions is one \"Jhicll receives 
early &ttention in te:z:t bo:Jks on .uat~:e:.~8ticc.l st2tistics, 
and it ~-1i::;ht be tllou_:ht to be ·Jne oT t:;_e '~-'-cestions Y.1hose 
final solution lies behind us, It is a problem ~~ose sim-
~'lici ty r,;a};:es it easy to exa;;line the lo;icsl coc;ency of the 
;,1ethods 9ut forward for its solution, but, on exa,;inc.tion, 
it is eviCent t~at they have not been r~unded off satis-
:t"'actorily. 
In 1945, Eature1 .:mblished an e;:cllan£:e of corres )Qndence 
lEature, v. 156, .PJ.l• 177, 328. 
xi 
between G. A. Barnard and R. A. Fisi1er vd1ich cuc:;:;ested ti1at 
in a Droblem of such appa~ent si=~G!icity, st~rtinc from 
different prerilises, it is l)Ossible to reac.i1 ~.·J.ils_t may some-
times be very dil"ferent nur,Jel'ical ~:,robsbilit:' ::'i{,;ures by 
""Nhich to judge sie;.aificance. 
Subseq_uent to the foregoing exchange of cor:cesyondence, 
different statisticians have published _;::apers approaching 
t::1e problem of the 2X2 table from various vievr:<oints. This 
paper is a survey of these viewpoints. 
• 
l 
Fisher's 11Ezactn ::fest 
It i:as been customary to re :al'd tile test o~~ c;ic_;nj_fi-
canoe ap;)lied to data given in a 2::2 table &s the lil::iting 
aase of a ]\-,..test vii th one decree of frecdO£f., :,:o,,Jever, 
even after a~nlying Yates' correction for continuity, it 
cannot be assur~1ed tll&t for snall cell frel-.tGei~cies t.i1e )rob-
abilities calcL:h"ted frolil "J.,_.will C!e rocccL.<r~cte. 
. l Flsher says t;:-:tst ~lis ne::o.cta t.:ce.:-~.t '8LLt, &ljc:~.Jut::J. l:~ore 
leborious, should be applied Dlienev~r in doubt. 1~:is test 
is b2seG on the follo~ing reosonin~: 
If p is the r~ob~~ili·ty of ~ny aveL~J the probebility 
thet it •::ill occur a t:5..mes in (a+ b) in6.elJ6nJent tr:Luls is 
the ter11: of the bicordal expansion 
(a"tbH 
a! b ~ 
a b 
p '-1 
v1here q_;l-p. Tl1e probability that ill G sc.;,,-,le of (c+d) 
trials that it Y.'ill occur c times is 
(c +dH 
c l d! 
c d p '-l. 
T'he prob:'bility of the oboerved fre-::.uencic:S a, b, c, d in & 
2Y2 t&ble is the product 
(a +b) t (c-t-d)! b+d ·--:;,. 
and this in c;e .. ~1ercl must )e u.n~;:novJn if .9 is t~E~:.LlCYin. --.2~le 
1 
:?isher, R • .~.-· .... ' 
,",'') 1_-,. :lit::.es 1'8 
1 
~::~! b! c! dl 
Tl1e sun o:I"' t~1e '-luantities 
1 
a: b! c! d! 
N! 
("' -t b) ! ( c -t-d) ! ( c: T- c) ! ( b +d) ! 
'~Nbere iT= a-t- b + c +d.. TI1erefore, ~:~ ve~l tLe i,:_ct.::·;:;::.nal f:.:·e-
quencj.es, the probdbility of any ob3ervcd set of ent~ies is 
(a-t b)! 
IJ! a! bl c! d! 
(c-td)! (a+c)! (b+d)! 
( 1) 
Fisl1er derives from this expre:::ision his "exectn test .. 
This consists of comr>uting the _prob:c,bility (1) of the ob-
served di_stri but ion ;;>lus the probabilities o:C the 11n1ore ex-
treme" or "less likely" distributions in the same direction, 
that is, for all values of d from 0 up to the observed value 
if de [where i is the "expected" value, that is, 
J:: (b+d) (c+d)/E. Tb-is probability P:::p~+Pi+ .. ·+Pd. 
corresclOnds to one tail of the distribution, and thus is 
- ...... 
• 
comparable with half of the probability calculated from 
~~, since the latter corresponds to both tails of the 
distribution. If d "/d the tail is from d up to (c+d) 
inclusive. 
Example 1. 1 The following table exhibits a relation-
ship between inoculation and immunity from attack among a 
l)Opulation exposed to a certain disease. 
Inoculeted 1:ot Inoculated 
3 
lZot attecked 3=a 
Attecked 10 = c 
5;;.b 
2=d 
S::(a+b) 
12 :::- ( c f- d) 
13=(a-t-c) 7 == ( b -t d) 20 = N 
.... 
For this table A== 4.43, corres_9onding to P-=0.035· 
·:.·ith the Yates correction, J..,..,_is reduced to 2.65, corres-
ponding to P = 0.103. The probability of the observed dis-
tribution is (8! 12! 13! 7!)/(3! 5! 10! 2! 20!)==0.0477 and 
the probabilities of the tvm more extreme distributions 
corresponding to d=l and d=O are 0.0043 and 0.0001, so 
that Fisher's P=0.052, or, for both tails, 0.104. 
The chief objection to Fisher's exact test is the large 
amount of computation involved when the cell frequencies are 
large. ' . 2 •• !a~nland has published tables based on Fisher's 
1 
2 
Kenney and Keeping, l.Iatheaatics of Statistics, Part II, p. 231. 
Mainland, Herrera, Be Sutcliffe, Tables for Use With 
Binomial Samples, Tables 3 and 4. 
4 
method for (a+b)=l,2,3, ••• ,20 and where (c-t d)= 1,2,3, •.• ,20, 
thereby enabling us to estimate the significance of observed 
2X2 tables, derived from small samples, without going through 
the labor of computation. 
Barnard's "C. S. 1.:." 1 Test 
Suppose we are given two mass-production processes 
A and B, and we wish to test whether process A and process 
B are equally satisfactory in the sense that neither process 
is more likely to produce defective items than the other. 
For this purpose m articles made by process A and n made by 
process B are selected and tested under suitable conditions. 
We find that a out of the m articles defective while b out 
of the n articles are defective, a result which can be 
represented by the following 2X2 contingency table: 
I (defective) II (non-defective) 
Process A a c 
!Process B b d 
Total r s 
Table 1 
On the facts stated above, Barnard shows that it is 
possible to form three different categories of abstract 
1 
G. A. Barnard, "Significance Tests for 2X2 Tables", 
Biometrika, v. 34, pp. 123-138. 
Total 
m 
n 
N 
5 
pictures, any of which might be appropriate to the real case 
in q_uestion. We now turn to the discussion of these three 
categories. 
a. The basis of Fisher's exact test. A simple abstract 
picture to which Fisher's exact test corresponds is one 
represented by the mathematical model of N similar balls in 
an urn, m marked A and n marked B. The balls are withdrawn 
in random order and placed, in order of their withdrawal, in 
a row of N receptacles, r of which are marked "I", the re-
mainder being marked "II". Since this is a problem of 
sampling without replacement, the probability that a of the 
balls marked A are in receptacles marked "I" is given by the 
hypergeometric law and is 
s! (2) 
dt Nt 
The probability (2), plus those of all results less probable 
than that obtained, is the basis of Fisher's test. Barnard 
labels this category the "2X2 independence trial". 
b. Basis of the c. S. M. test. Another abstract 
picture forms the basis of a test, to be developed later 
in this paper, which Barnard calls his "C.S.K." test. This 
picture is represented by the mathematical model of two urns 
A and B, each urn containing a large number of balls, all of 
which are labeled either "I" or "II". In urn A the proportion 
of "I"s is Pa while in urn B it is pb. A random sample of m 
6 
drawn from urn A contains a marked "I" and c marked "II". 
A random sample of n is then drawn from urn B and contains 
b marked "I" and d marked "II". The hypothesis to be tested 
is that Pa= Pb= p. If this hypothesis is true, the probability 
of the observed result is 
m! 
at c I 
which is equal to Fisher's expression (2) multiplied by a 
factor N!pr(l-p)s/r! s!. Here, of course, the conditions 
(3) 
are different because we are no longer insisting on constant 
column totals. In various repetitions of the experiment the 
column totals may vary, but the row totals remain fixed. 
Barnard labels this category the "2X2 comparative trial". 
c. Another category. The third category is repre-
sented by the mathematical model of a single urn containing 
a large number of balls, each of which has two markings -
one mark being either A or B, the other either "I" or "II". 
A random sample of N balls is drawn from the urn and their 
markings examined. If the proportion of balls marked "AI" 
is Pal while pbl' pa2 , pb2 similarly represent the propor-
tion of the other markings in the urn, the probability 
associated with Table 1 is given by the multinomial theorem 
and is 
N! 
a! bt c! 
7 
In this case the hypothesis tested, that the markings 11I'1 
and "II" and "A" and "B" are independent, may be put in the 
form 
and, assuming that (p'=Pa1+Pa2), (pb1 -tPb2 =1-p'), 
(:P=Pal+Pb1 l, and (pa2 -t-Pb2 =1-p) do not vanish, the prob-
ability of our result, on the hypothesis tested is 
N! (4) 
a! b! ct dt 
which differs from (3) by a factor N! (p')m(l-p')n/m! n!. 
This shows that (4) is related to (3) in much the same way 
as (3) is related to (2). Barnard labels this category 
the "double dichotomy". 
d. Significance test for 2X2 comparative trial. After 
describing the foregoing categories of abstract pictures and 
asserting that Fisher's exact test applies only to one of the 
categories, Barnard proceeds to develop his significance test 
for the 2X2 comparative trial. For this test we are interest-
ed in the e~uality or otherwise of Pa and pb. To say that 
pais greater than pb will mean that process B is preferable, 
.md conversely if pb is greater than Pa• while to say that 
:~a and pb are e~ual will mean that there is nothing to choose 
between the two processes, or, in other words, if processes 
A and B are both used, then it will be found that the 
8 
frequencies with which defectives appear in the two processes 
will, for practical purposes, be equal. Thus we shall assert 
that results in which the observed frequencies, ajm and b/n, 
differ widely are incompatible with the hypothesis Pa = pb. 
The formulation of a test of significance then reduces to a 
formulation of what is meant by a "wide difference" in the 
frequencies a/m and b/n. 
Suppose, for definiteness, we take m =8 and n = 6. 
Then one result of Table 1 could be represented as follows: 
Urn: A 
Mark: II 
A A A 
I II II 
A A A A 
I II II II 
Table 2 
B 
I 
B B 
I II 
B 
I 
B 
I 
However, we must treat all results like Table 2, which give 
the same values to a, b, c, d, in Table 1, as equivalent. 
Table 1, therefore, stands for ml nl/al bl cl dl distinct, 
but equivalent, results, which we shall not distinguish from 
now on. 
B 
I 
If we now take rectangular axes in a plane, we can 
represent Table 1 by the point whose coordinates are (a,b). 
'rhus "x" in Figure 1 represents the set of results equiv-
alent to the results of Table 2. Therefore, all possible 
:results of the experiment are represented by the points of 
';he rectangle PQ.RS. We call this representation of possible 
results the lattice diagram. Our problem may now be regarded 
9 
as one of ordering the points of the lattice diagram 
according to the "width" of the difference they indicate. 
s R 
6 • • • • • • • 
5 • • X • • • • • • 
4 • • • • • • • • 
3 • • • • • • • • 
2 
• • • • • • • • 
1 • • • • • • • • 
0 • • • • • • • • • 
p 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ~ 
Figure 11 
First, then, in ordering the points of the lattice 
diagram, we propose that the same rank be given the point 
((m-a), (n-b)) as to the point (a,b). This condition 
Barnard calls the "symmetry condition" or "conditionS". 
If, when we are testing whether Pa =. pb, we can say we are 
also testing whether 1-pa=l-pb, from the same point of 
view, then this symmetry condition is justified. 
Next, we propose that the two points which, respec-
tively, have the same abscissa or the same ordinate as 
(a,b), and which lie further from the diagonal PR, shall 
1 
Biometrika, v. 34, p. 129 
10 
be considered as indicating wider differences than (a,b) 
itself. Thus, referring to Fig. 1, the points immediately 
above and immediately to the left of "x" indicate wider 
differences than the point "x" itself. This condition implies 
that the set of points indicating differences as wide or 
wider than (a,b) will have a shape property related to con-
vexity, so Barnard calls it the "0 condition". It means that 
if we consider the table corresponding to Table 2 with cell 
frequencies 
2 6 
5 1 
as significant evidence of difference, then we must also 
consider the tables 
1 7 and 
5 1 
2 6 
6 0 
as significant evidence of difference. 
Geometrically, conditionS implies that we can restrict 
our consideration to points in the triangle PRS. Condition 
C implies that, in this triangle, our "width of difference" 
must increase as we go upwards or to the left. 
Any set of points in the lattice diaeram, considered 
by some criterion agreeing with conditions S and C to in-
dicate differences as wide or wider than those of a given 
result, will be associated with a probability P, on the 
11 
assumption Pa=Pb=p; and this P will be a function of p, 
P(a,b;p)- m~ n~ pr(l-p)s 
at bt ct d! 
rising from zero when p == 0 to a maximum in the neighborhood 
of p"' i, and then falling again symmetrically (by condition 
S) to zero again at p=l. Our difficulty arises from the 
dependence of P on p. If the graph of P against p were a 
horizontal straight line, our difficulty would be overcome. 
What we propose, therefore, is to try to make the graph of 
P against p as near to a horizontal line as possible by 
suitably adapting our idea of what is meant by "width of 
difference", In making this adaptation, we shall insure 
that we do not violate the common-sense requirements as to 
the meaning of the term "width of difference" by requiring 
that conditions C and S should always be satisfied, 
Condition C requires that the point of triangle PRS 
that indicates the "widest difference" be the point S at 
'the corner (Fig. 1). The function P associated with this 
)Oint, and its converse Q., is 
and the maximum P m occurs when p = ~, therefore, 
12 
Condition C requires that the only points which might 
be considered as coming next after (0,6), in order of de-
creasing "width of difference", are (1,6) and (0,5). We 
have to adopt some principle to choose between these two. 
If (1,6) were taken next after (0,6), the function P 
associated with it would be 
P(l,6;p}=P(0,6;p) + 16 [p7 (1-p)?] 
and Pm(l,6) would be 9/213=10.97 x 10-4. On the other 
hand, if (0,5} were chosen next, 
and Pm(0,5} would equal 8.58 x lo-4. Thus Pm(0,5) is 
smaller than P (1,6) and this lower maximum is associated 
m 
with a flatter curve. Since a flat curve is our aim, we 
choose (0,5) to come next after (0,6). Having chosen (0,5) 
as the next "widest difference" point, condition C demands 
that we choose between points (1,6) and (0,4) as candidates 
for the next position. We then compare 
'Nith 
P(l,6;p)::p(0,5;p}+l6f?(l-p)~ 
P(0,4;p)= P(0,5;p)+ 15 [p4 (1-p) 10 +p10 (1-p)9 
::tnd the lower value of Pm as criterion shows that (1,6) is 
now selected. Continuing in this manner, we can arrange 
the points of the lattice diagram in order. 
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The principle involved, which Barnard calls the ".r.mxi-
mum condition", may be formally stated as follows: 
Considering only points for which a/m is less than b/n, 
if the first (n-1) points (al'b1 ), (a2 ,b2 ), ... ,(an-l'bn-l), 
in order of decreasing "width of difference" have been 
chosen, and (an-l'bn-l) is associated with the function 
P(a 1 ,b ;p), then the nth point, (a ,b ) is that point, n- n-1 n n 
of all points permitted by the C condition, for which 
Pm(a, b)=- max l P(an-l• bn_1 ;p)-t m! n! {pr(l-p)s_,.. ps(l-p)r}f 
"'P" 1 L.: a! b t c ! d ! rJ 
is least. (an, bn) is then associated v;ith the function 
To complete the specification of the ordering we have 
to consider the case where there are several points giving 
the same value of Pm(a,b), this value being less than that 
associated with any other permissible point. In this case 
we stipulate that all such points are to be given the same 
rank, and that the second term in the expression for 
P(an, bn;p) be renlaced by the corresponding sum over all 
these points. If there are k such points at any stage, then 
the next point after them will be denoted as the (n..,..k)th 
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point in the ordering. 
Finally, the significance level to be attached to the 
'JOint (a ,b ) will be 
n n 
P (a ,b )=max P(a ,b ;p), 
m n n o~f"' n n 
One of the major objections to Barnard's test is the 
great amount of computation involved and the non-availability 
of suitable tables. However, Barnard points out that, for 
large values of m and n, a test based on a normal approxi-
mation to the distributions involved would be g_uite adequate 
for practical purposes, and that tables are thus re~uired 
only for small values of m and n. In the appendix to his 
article he gives specimen tables for the case where I~= 14. 
One of these tables, used in solving the following example, 
is reproduced below, The figures in parenthesis in 'rable 3 
give significance levels on Fisher's "exact'' test for 2~2 
independence trials, for comparison. 
Example 2. Two boxes, each containing a l8rge nw:1ber 
of components, are to be tested for comparative q_uali ty 
measured by the respective proportions of defective components 
they contain. 'l'wo samples, each of seven components, are 
taken, at random, one from each box. One sam:ple gives fol!r 
defectives, the other, none. 'iihat is the significance of 
this result, in relation to the hypothesis that the boxes 
have the same g_uality? 
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Table for m = n= 7 
0.012 0.18 0.7 2. /+ 7.5 20 - - - -
7 (0.058) (0.23) ( 2 .1) (7.0) (19) (46) 
0.18 1.3 5.7 13 - - - - - - - -
6 (0.23) (2.9) (10) (27) 
0.70 5.7 21 - - - - - - - - 20 
15 (2.1) ( 10) (29) (46) 
. 
2.4 13 - - - - - - - - - - (7.5 
• (7.0) (27) 19) 
7.5 - - - - - - - - - - 13 2.4 
3 ( 19) (27) (7.0) 
20 - - - - - - - - 21 5.7 0.70 
2 (46) ( 29) (10) (2.1) 
- - - -
- - - - 13 c '7 / . ' 1.3 0.18 (27) ( ; 0) (2.9) 0.23 
- - - -
20 7·5 2.h 0.70 0.18 0.012 
0 (J}6) ( 19) (?.0) (') 1 ' ........ _._) (0.23) (0.058) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Table 3 (Figures indicate percentases) 
Entering Table 3 at the point (0,4), we find the 
number 2.4. This means that the result is evidence against 
the hypothesis on the 2.4~1; level of significance. J,;ore 
precisely, what is asserted is that the maximum probability 
of getting a result not less significant than that obtained, 
is 0.024. 
Barnard does not develop a separate test for the double 
dichotomy, but states t:tat the C.S.E. test for the 2X2 
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comparative trial would be a valid test if applied to 
double dichotomies. He concedes that the test would err 
somewhat on the side of "conservatism", but that the error 
does not appear to be large, except when the numbers in-
valved are exceedingly small. 
Pearson's Solution 
In a paper published in Biometrika in 1947, E. S. 
l Pearson discusses Barnard's three categories, which Pearson 
calls Problems I, II and III, and shows how each of the 
problems could be solved using the normal approximation. 
a. Problem I (2X2 independence trial). This may be 
described as the test of the significance of the difference 
between two treatments after these have been randomly as-
signed to a group of N:m+n individuals. The first treat-
ment is applied to m and the second to n of the N indi-
viduals; as a result, a/m and b/n show reaction X. The 
hypothesis tested is that there are r~a+b individuals 
who will react and s= c+d who will not, whatever the as-
signment of treatments. 
The chance that a will react in m and b in n is, 
therefore, if the hypothesis is true, the hypergeometric 
probability 
1 
P(a\N,r,m) = m!n!r!s! 
e!b!c!d!Nt 
E. S, Pearson, "Choice of Statistical Tests", Biometrika 
v. 34, pp. 139-167. 
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J!'or ttis probability distribution, =~sncrc:ll1 has si:o·an that 
and 
mean of a-:::- a= rm 
l\ 
variance of 
( 5) 
( 6) 
-.T.hen dealing with Siilall nu.rnbers, the c&lct:..lc.tion of the 
tail terms of the hypergeometric 3eries may not be laborious, 
but it soon becomes so when r is large. An obvious approx-
imation is that obtained by using an integral under the 
normal curve with the mean and standard deviation of equa-
tions (5) and (6) to represent the sum of the hypergeometric 
terms. As usual when approximating to the sum of the terms 
for x=a, a-t-1, a-t-2, ••• ,etc., of a discrete probability 
distribution by the integral under a continuous curve, we 
take this integral from the point x=a-!. Pearson exhibits 
tables showing the approximation at various levels, and it 
appears that, provided m and n are fairly nearly equal, as 
they are likely to be in most planned experiments of the 
Problem I type, the normal approximation is surprisingly 
good. 
b. Problem II (2X2 comparative trial). This may be 
described as the test whether the proportion of individuals 
bearing the character A is the same in two different popu-
lations, from each of which a random sample has been drawn, 
'l 
11. G. Kendall, Advanced Theory of Statistics, v. 1, p. 127. 
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i.e., the test of the hypothesis that 
pl (A)= p2 (A)= p' 
where p is some common, but unspecified proportion. Here, 
m individuals have been drawn at random from the first 
population and n from the second, and it is found that a/m 
and b/n, respectively, bear the character A. 
In this problem there have been two applications of a 
random selection process, not one as for Problem I, and the 
experimental probability set consists of the (m+ 1) (n-t- 1) 
alternative values of the doublet (a,b)(O~asm,O,._b~n) 
which can be represented in the lattice diagram shown in 
Figure 21 for the special case m =12, n = 8. 
c. 
8 • • • • • • 0 0 0 
7 • • • 0 0 
<!' 
6 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
5 • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
4 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 
3 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y • • • 
/ 
2 ·~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ---~' • • • • /. // 
1 0 0 0 o~• • • • • • 
0 
,. 
0 0 0 0 • • • • • • • • • 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Fig, 2. The curves .ABC and A'B'C' represent the 
significance contours L e and L~ • 
1 
Biometrika, v. 34, p. 148 
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If the hypothesis is true, then the probability of the 
observed result may be written 
where P1 denotes a hypergeometric probability and P2 a 
binomial probability. 
If, now, it were possible to draw a boundary line LE 
such as ABC shown in Fig. 2, cutting off at the end of 
each diagonal, r=constant, a group of points (a,r-a) 
such that 
.{f1 (afN,r,miJ = E 
where~ is a fraction between 0 and 1 chosen at will, we 
could then associate with this boundary line L~ the chance 
that, if the hypothesis is true, a result will occur in 
random sampling lying beyong this line. If the hypothesis 
were rejected when (a,b) fell beyond this boundary, the 
probability of doing so if the hypothesis were true, would 
be 
tf2(rJp,N) x iJ= ~~E2(rfp,NiJ = E, 
therefore it would be independent of the unknown common p 
,Jf the hypothesis tested. 
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Unfortunately, this objective cannot be achieved because 
we are not dealing with continuous probability distributions 
and P1 (aiN,r,m) exists only at discrete, integral values of 
a. If we follow the present line of approach, all that is 
possible is to take contour or significance levels which cut 
off from each end of each diagonal, r=constant, a group of 
points for which 
~)!1 (aiN,r,ml] = ~ S c-. (7) 
Then, in rejecting the hypothesis when (a,b) falls beyond 
such a contour, we know that the chance of doing so, if the 
hypothesis is true, will be 
( 8) 
If the samples are large, the calculations of hyper-
geometric terms become laborious and we turn to the ap-
proximation using the normal curve. We define ue as the 
deviate of the stlan~rdized ... normal 
I - U 
E = lf.i7r e T d<4 
curve for which 
(E- ~ Y.J. 
II* draw across the lattice Then we can diagram a significance 
level Le above and another L! below the diagonal a/m = b/n 
such that 
(i) all points (a,b) for which 
lie above Le, and 
(a+!) - a~ -ue 
cr.:: 
(9) 
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(ii) all points (a,b) for which 
(10) 
lie below L~. 
If we wish to take special action either when a/m is 
significantly less than b/n or significantly greater, then 
we shall use both levels L~ and L~; if only, however, when 
a/m~b/n, then we use LE. The corresponding probability 
levels would be obtained by making ~ for the second case 
twice its value for the first. Figure 3 shows the 247 relative 
probabilities P1 (aJN,r,m) for the case m-=18, n=l2. The 
unbroken, stepped lines are two contour levels determined 
in this way. Purely for convenience in drawing, the level 
r: = 0. 05 and u0 == 1. 6445 has been put above the diagonal .05 
and that with ~ = 0.01 and u0 , 01= 2.3263 below. 
If the normal approximation to the hypergeometric 
series were correct, it would follow that along every 
diagonal, r==constant, the sum of the relative probabilities 
P1 (aJN,r,m) for points above LE would satisfy the ine~uality 
(?). Hence the ine~uality (8) for the complete area of the 
lattice above L~ would hold, whatever the value of the common 
p. A similar result would hold for the area below L~. Of 
course, the normal approximation will not hold precisely, 
particularly when r or s is small, but we shall generally 
be on the safe side, in the sense that the hypergeometric 
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distribution is flat-topped with abrupt ends so that the !{ 
of equation (7) will be considerably less thanE, and often 
zero, The foregoing method is called Method l by Pearson. 
Pearson asserts that the introduction of the ~ for 
continuity is certainly appropriate in using the normal 
approximation to the hypergeometric series in Problem I, 
but that it is not helpful in Problem II where we are con-
cerned with a 2-dimensional experimental probability set, 
If, for Method 2, instead of obtaining significance levels 
LE. and L~ as for Method l, we obtain them from inequalities 
similar to (9) and (10) but with the correction of ~ omitted, 
then there are the following points to be noted: 
(a) For the significance level Le, the expression 
f3~ =~P1 (aiN,r,m) 
where the summation is for values of a on the diagonal, 
r=constant, for which 
a :Sa =a uEo;;:_ 
l 
will sometimes be less and sometimes greater thane. Hence, 
in the balance, it seems likely that the chance of the 
point (a,b) lying beyond Le or 
will lie closer to € than when the ~ correction is used. 
'rhe position will be the same for L~. 
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(b) In drawing repeated samples of sizes m and n 
from two populations in which there is a common probability, 
p, of an individual possessing character A, the ratio 
u= a-a = a-r.m/N 
~ J mnrs 
N'-(N-1) 
(11) 
has, provided the cases where r or s are zero are excluded, 
whatever p, an expectation of zero and a unit standard 
deviation. The shape of the distribution will, of course, 
depend on p, but we may not in the long run do too badly by 
assuming it to be normal. 
Consider the result of applying this lv!ethod 2 to the 
case where m=l8, n=l2 already discussed, The procedure 
for determining the 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels will 
be exactly as under £.1ethod 1, except that the continuity 
correction of ~ is omitted. The resulting levels are shown 
as dashed, stepped lines of Fig. 3, They fall, on the whole, 
inside the significance levels obtained by Method 1. Pearson 
exhibits tables showing that, for this example, the true 
probability does sometimes exceed the nominal values of 0.05 
and 0.01, but never by very much. Also, for a second example 
with m=lO=n, the true probability, while it sometimes 
exceeds the nominal value, is always considerably nearer it 
than when using the significance levels of Method 1. 
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In view of the foregoing, Pearson recommends that the 
test of the null hypothesis of Problem II should be carried 
out as follows: 
(a) 'Nhen m, n, r or s are small, by using tables 
prepared on Barnard's lines, based on an ordered classi-
fication of the points in the lattice diagram, and giving 
the true upper bound of the probability that a point (a,b) 
falls on or beyond the level on which the observed result 
lies. 
(b) When m, n, r and s are large, by assuming that 
the u of el[uation (11) is a normal deviate with unit 
standard deviation. 
c. Problem III (double dichotomy). This may be 
described as the test for the independence of two characters 
A and B. It is supposed that the probability that an indi-
vidual chosen at random will possess character A is p(A) 
and that he will not possess it is p(A) = 1-p(A). The 
corresponding probabilities for character B are p(B) and 
-p(B) =1-p(B). Four alternative combinations of the char-
acters may occur, which may be labeled AB, AB, AB and AB. 
If the hypothesis specifying the independence of A and B is 
true, then 
p(AB)== p(A)p(B), p(AB) = p(A)p(B), etc. 
To test the hypothesis, we have a random sample of N 
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observations with fre~uencies of occurrence of the combi-
- 1 nations AB, AB, etc., as noted in Table 4, 
-A A Total 
B a c m 
-B b d n 
Total r s N 
Table 4 
In problem III there is only one application of a 
random process, the selection of N individuals, each of 
which must fall into one of four alternative categories. 
If the random process were repeated and another sample N 
drawn, not only are the fre~uencies a, b, c and d free to 
vary, but also both marginal totals, i.e. m may change as 
well as r. The experimental probability set can be rep-
resented in 3 dimensions by points (a,r,m) at unit intervals 
within a tetrahedron obtained by placing on top of one another 
the series of 2-dimensioned lattices of dimensions 
::>xn, lx(n-1), 2x(n-2), ••• , (m-l)xl, mxO, where m+n=N. 
The probability of the observed result, if the hypoth-
'3sis is true, is a term of the multinomial expansion 
Biometrika, v. 34, p. 158. 
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N! p(AB)ap(AB)bp(AB)cp(AB)d 
al b! ct dt 
N!p(B)mrl-p(B)ln :x .J:LL.p(A)r fi-p(A)l s x 
- mtnt, L :.J r!s! L ::J 
.m!n!r!st 
a!b!c!dlN! 
Thus the probability of obtaining a sample represented 
by the triplet (a,r,m) may be regarded, if the characters 
A and B are independent, as the product of three terms: 
(i) The probability of drawing m individuals with 
character B in a random sample of N. 
(ii) The probability of drawing r individuals with 
character A in a random sample of N. 
(iii) The probability, given m and r, of the observed 
partition within the 2X2 table. 
We are faced with a situation similar to that met under 
problem II. Were it possible to cut off from each line on 
which m:constant, r::constant, a group of points such that 
(13) 
then the subset of points within the tetrahedron coaposed 
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of the sum of these groups for all possible combinations 
of m and r would have the property required of a "critical 
region" in a significance test, i.e. the chance that the 
point (a,r,ml is included in the region, if the hypothesis 
is true, would be ~ whatever values the irrelevant prob-
abilities p(A) and p(B) assumed. 
However, (13) cannot be satisfied in general, and all 
that is possible is to define a family of significance 
contours such that the probability of a sample point falling 
beyond any one of them, say LE, is ~E. By using the 
normal approximation to the sum of the hypergeometric 
tail-terms, with the correction for continuity, we shall 
be very much on the safe side, i.e. the formal level of E 
is likely to be much above the true probability of falling 
beyond the level, whatever be p(A) or p(B). The presence 
of two binomial terms in equation (12) instead of the single 
term in the corresponding equation for Problem II (page 19), 
makes it likely that the overestimation of E will be greater 
in Problem III than in II. It is to be expected, therefore, 
that when neither m, n, r or s are too small, the better 
approximation will be obtained by referring the u of equation 
(11) to the normal probability scale. 
d. Summary. In the foregoing approach to the analysis 
of data classed in a 2X2 table, the appropriate probability 
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set-up is defined by the nature of the random process 
actually used in the collection of the data. On this score, 
what Pearson has called Problems I, II and III are differ-
entiated. The difference is fundamental and can be illus-
trated by the following data, given in Table 51 , where we 
shall suppose that the effect we are interested in is making 
a significantly greater than b. 
Freg_uency of Results 
ll!'or Problem I For Problem II A "A Total 
Sample from 
1st treatment 1st population a'" 15 c=3 m-18 
Sample from 
2nd treatment 2nd- population b=5 d = 7 n = 12 
Total .r =20 s -=10 N = 30 
Table 5 
If the results have been obtained by random assignment 
of Treatment 1 to 18 out of 30 individuals and Treatrnent 2 
to the remaining 12, and we merely ask whether the results 
are consistent with the hypothesis that the treatments are 
eg_uivalent as far as these thirty individuals are concerned 
so that the difference between the proportion 15/18 and 
5/12 may reasonably be ascribed to a chance fluctuation, we 
are then concerned with Problem I, i.e. simply with the 
probabilities associated with the points (a,20-a) on the 
1 
Biometrika, v. 34, p. 160. 
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diagonal r: 20 of Fig. 3. The chance of getting a:;:=.l5, 
if the hypothesis is true, is 0.0241, or, we can speak of 
the result being significant at the 2.5;; level. 
On the other hand, if a sample of 18 has been drawn 
randomly from one population and a sample of 12 independ-
en tly from a second and we wish to test whether p (A)= p (A) , 
-1 2 
then it seems to be an artificial procedure to restrict the 
experimental probability set to the ll points on the line 
r::-20, i.e. to values of a=8,9, ... ,13. A repetition of 
the double sampling process could give us a result (a,b) 
falling at any of the 247 points in the lattice diagram of 
Fig. J. There will be a number of ways of defining a family 
of significance levels for this 2-dimensioned set, and if we 
adopt the method we discussed, which gives as two of its 
members the dashed, stepped lines shown in Fig. 3, we can 
say that the probability of a result falling beyond the 
lower line is certainly less than 0.015 (Pearson exhibits 
tables showing that the largest value of this probability to 
be 0. 0120 for p= 0. 3. This figure cannot be much exceeded 
for other p's though he has not determined the precise max-
imum. He gives 0.015 as a safe-side limit). The observed 
point (15,5) falls beyond the line, so that the result is 
undoubtedly significant at the l. 5% level. 
These two probabilities, 2.55; and 1.5\~, are not the 
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same, but there is no inconsistency in their difference, 
The character of the two investigations is different and 
to treat Problem II as though it were Problem I seems to 
call for a probability set-up which is unnecessarily 
artificial. Admittedly, by getting what seems to be a 
closer relation between the probability set-up and the 
experimental procedure, we have sacrificed some simplicity 
in handling the 2X2 table. However, this is only the case 
when dealing with small numbers. For large numbers, the 
methods of handling problems I, II and III become, prac-
tically identical. 
Tocher's Method 
In a paper published in Biometrika1 in 1950, K. D. 
Tocher derives a modified version of the Fisher test. 
Tocher's test is based on the Neyman-Pearson likelihood 
ratio test for selecting the "best" test. The development 
of Tocher's test will not be given in detail, but we intend 
to give the basis for the test and then show how it could be 
applied to the 2X2 table. 
We consider the case in which the possible events are 
the enumerable set E1 ,E2 , ••• with a sample space consisting 
K. D. Tocher, "Extension of Theory of Tests to Discon-
tinuous Variates", Biometrika, v. 37, pp. 130-144· 
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of the set of points P1 ,P2 , ••• , the probability attached to 
the ith point being pi(e), where e is a collective symbol 
for the parameters of the distribution. 
We require to test the hypothesis H
0
, 9 = 9
0
, against 
the alternative H1 , 9 = e1 , and to use a region of bounded 
size c:<. • We shall adopt a method in common use of defining 
our region o( • This method is equivalent to attaching to 
each point in the sample space a number w, of value 1 if the 
point lies inside the region, and 0 otherwise. The number w 
associated with any point can then be regarded as the prob-
ability that the point lies in the region. An obvious 
generalization is to introduce a random process which allows 
thew's to take on all values 0~ w~ 1. Of all such regions, 
that of maximum probability under the hypothesis H1 is 
required. 
Put 
- ~ (14) 
... 
and suppose that the points can be ordered so that 
/,1~1~1~ ... ~~=?-·" (15) 
and that if ~= ~, then pi(e0 )s:pi_,. 1 (e0 ). (16) 
If ~ ::- ~, and pi (90 ) = pi+l (90 ), then pi (91 ) = pi-tl (e1 ). 
In this case, the events Ei and Ei+l have the same probabil-
ities under either hypothesis, so substituting one for the 
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other cannot influence any judgment about the two hypotheses. 
Assuming that it is desirable that the probabilities of such 
events should enter any test procedure symmetrically, this 
can be achieved by pooling such equivalent events as a 
composite event (E1 Dr Ei+l) with probabilities 2pi(80 ) and 
2pi(91 ), respectively, under the two hypotheses. Larger 
groups of equivalent events can be dealt with similarly. 
With this convention the equality of (16) can never arise, 
and the points or events are completely ordered by (15) and 
( 16) • 
Any set of probabilities wi (i=1,2,3, ••• ) define a 
test procedure W(wi) which rejects H0 in favor of H1 with 
probability wi if the event E1 materializes in the trial or 
experiment. 
Vle require to determine w i to satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(i =1,2,3, ••• ) 
""" zw.p. (a ) ~ o<. 
(.:.1 ~ ~ 0 
where o<. is the fixed size and/ is maximized. 
Define s by 
S+l 
..::: ~pi(ao), 
... ::.f 
(17) 
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and consider the procedure W(~i) with ~i given by 
" w1 =1 (i=l,2,3, ••• ,s) 
,. 5 
WS-tl:; d.,- j'fpi(So) 
Ps.,.l(eo) 
1\ 
wi=O (i=s+2,s+J, ••• ). 
Let 
Then for any other procedure of fixed size ~ 
J- I!. = z ..s (1-w.-) f.· (e,) + o(-i, f!..· (e.,) f'. (e)- Z "'•f.: (e,) · I ;- ~ Q l".o) St-1 , i::. S+l 
4 =• rS·H l "'0 
Eliminating<:( with (17), using (14) and rearranging, we 
obtain ~ 
; _ n 7. ..:!- (1- w ·) ("11 - /"1 ) o. (e.)+ Z Wi (~+' - 1') f;.· (eo), 
r r "' ~ ... '( s+• ,... ..·.s.,.z. ( 18) 
..c. :. I 
From (15) we deduce that every term on the right-hand side 
;\ 
of (18) is non-negative and hence{J ?-/. The equality only 
holds if 
i.e. 
(a) 
(b) 
Gb 
Z,wip.(e l = ~ 
..:::1 l. 0 
each term on the right-hand side of (18) vanishes, 
( i = 1 ' 2 ' ••• ' s ) ' ?I '* ~I 
(i= s+2,s+3, ••• ), ~ #= ~~· 
1\ 
Thus equally powerful procedures only differ from W(wi) in 
thew's allotted to events of likelihood ratio /l~ 1 • 
really uses the random process only if the event Es?l 
materializes, while all other procedures of equal power 
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will involve it on some event of greater probability under 
Ho. 
If H is to be tested against a class of alternatives 
0 
H which give a common likelihood ratio ordering of the sample 
space, then W(~i) is a "best" procedure, using the word in 
the Neyman-Pearson sense. 
We now see how this test can be applied to 2X2 tables. 
a. 2X2 comparative trial, Suppose one trial of m 
members has a successes and c failures, while a second trial 
of n members has b successes and d failures. 'li'hat is the 
best procedure for determining whether the success rates in 
the two trials are equal? 
The possible events can be characterized by the number 
of successes in the two trials, viz. (a,b). 
If the success rates are p1 (=p) and p2 (=~p) the 
probability of the event (a,b) is 
where N=m+n, r,a+b, s=-c+d=N,-r. 
On the hypothesis under test, p1 :::: p2 or ~ = 1, the 
probabilities reduce to 
P 0 (a, b)= T':,,.fql;J pr (1-p)N-r, 
where 
Gl 
Put Tr (ll) = z 1T' (t), 
//Am t=o "·"' 
' 
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Note that in the example ~ is a parameter which is specified 
in the two hypothes~s, while p is the "nuisance" parameter, 
We have 
¢::: ,::Jlog Po= L.\! log p+s log (1-p iJ 
d{J dp r - s 
- p l-p 
r - NT • 
- p {1-p 
Thus the points of equal ¢ have equal r, and this division 
of the points (a,b) into sets is invariant under change of 
P• 
We have shown previously (page 19) that the conditional 
probability in the set of points a-t-b=r is given by the 
hypergeometric probabilityTr ~). The likelihood ratio is 
A,m 
..... b t d It 01)-11. ll 
1\ (a,b):::- ~{l-,.pl=~(l:J.l2 6-~p) 
1-p} li-p ~~-~p • 
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Thus within the set of points B"f'b: r the likelihood ratio 
ordering is that of a, increasing with a if ~.:::1, and 
decreasing with a if !§. ?L 
Therefore there is a common best procedure for testing 
against all alternatives p1 < p2 ( ; ?1) • This is defined 
by w(a, b), where 
w(a,r-a)=l (a<. a ) 
r,m 
VI (a 'r-a ) = [o~.-T( (Ci- I D /n;._ M (4,.,.,. ) 
r,m r,m ,, 'I (18) 
w(a,r-a) = 0 (a.>a l 
r,m 
defined by 
---n- (a: _,) ~ =< ~ T[ (a ) . I 'It,,., "•"' .It,"' A,,., (19) 
Similarly, there is a common best procedure for the other 
class of one-sided alternatives ;c:::: l. This is most easily 
obtained by interchanging success and failure, a with c 
and b with d, and applying the above procedure. 
b. Double Dichotomy. Suppose a sample of n is 
classified according to two characteristics, and the numbers 
in the four resulting classes are a, b, c, d. What is the 
best procedure for determining whether the characteristics 
are independent? 
The possible events can be characterized by the triad 
(a,r,m). If the probabilities associated with the four 
-~-_:;.-
classes are p11 , p12 , p21 , p22 , and we define 
P=Pn+Pl2 
P'= Pn+ P21 
then we have 
Pn = PPI -t- ~ 
p21 = q_pl- ~ 
q_ = l-p 
q_ I:= 1-p' 
P12 :r. pq_ I- ~ 
p22 = q_q_' + ; • 
The hypothesis of independence is ~ = 0, and p, p' are the 
"nuisance" parameters. 
The probability of event (a,r,m) can be written 
P( ) Fl pa b c d 
a,r,m = 1 b;·,d, 11 P12 P21:P22 a. • c. • 
In particular, when ~=0, 
f(H ~/pp') (1+ ~/q_q_ •ll a 
[(1- ~jpq_ 1 ) (1- ~jqp''I.l. 
p0 (a,r,ml" 'r,.M ~) pr,":J u~) P'mq,N-9. 
We have 
J (log P ) =r-Np 
;:Jj7 0 pq_ 
_.l__.(log P0 ) = m-Nn' J/ p'q' • 
Thus we divide the points into sets of eq_ual r and m, 
(20) 
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and the conditional probability in these sets is~ ~) • 
. ,, "' 
:B'rom (20) the likelihood ratio within each set of constant 
r and m is a monotonic function of a, increasing when ~>0 
and decreasing when ;<o. Thus, a best common procedure for 
the one-sided alternatives ~<0 is given by the same system 
of w•s as in (18) and (19). 
Since Barnard's "2X2 independence trial" (Pearson's 
Problem I and l!'isher's "exact" test) is also based on the 
hypergeometric distribution ~ (q), it follows that a common ,,,,., 
procedure can be used in each of the three situations. 
The formal procedure consists of the following steps: 
(a) Fix a value ofo{ ; 
(b) Perform the experiment and record the result 
(a,r,m); 
(c) Calculate Jl(a) and T(a-1); 
'\"1 II,., 
(d) Reject the hypothesis if Tf]a)~o(,. Accept the 
1.ypothesis if -rf{a-ll>o(.. '"' 
~~,,., 
(e) Otherwise, take a single sample at random from a 
distribution uniform over the interval (0,1). If this value 
be ~ , compare this with the calculated quantity 
~ = o{- Jr:,m (t.i-1) 
rr:::.. (11.} - E (tH) 
Heject the hypothesis if ~~~"•"'. Accept the hy:pothesis if 
" !:,<~. 
Tocher asserts that the slight modification of the 
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Fisher test derived here produces a better test than the 
more elaborate changes suggested by Barnard. For very 
large size tables, the numerical difficulties of this test 
can be avoided by noting that the effect of the introduction 
of the random variable becomes negligible, so an ordinary 
"exact" test can be applied. For the large sample sizes 
this can be replaced by the normal approximation advocated 
by Pearson. 
The Power Function in a 2X2 Table 
Where there is no doubt about the most appropriate 
test and no sequential scheme of sampling is possible, the 
power function may play a useful part in indicating, before 
the data are collected, how large the samples should be to 
avoid an inconclusive result. 
If we define uc>~. as 
normal curve for which 
the deviate of the standardized 
d..= j~ e-f ci~ 
Ll..( 
where a-rm/N 
mnrs 
1(1-(N-1) 
then, using the two-tailed test, we should reject the 
hypothesis that p1 = p2 (using the two-dimensioned sample 
space as in Pearson's Problem II) at the significance 
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level o<. when I ul > u~; in the case of the one-tailed test, 
we should reject the hypothesis that p
1 
~ p
2 
at the same 
significance level when u .:> ual.. • 
We form the boundaries of the critical region in the 
same manner as we did when we were discussing Pearson's 
method. If p1~p2 , then the power of the test of H0 with 
regard to the alternative hypothesis H is the probability 
1 
that the point (a,b) falls in the critical region when 
sampling from :9opulations with proportions p1 and p2 , i.e. 
P(/ul )>u~.,. j pl'p) (for two-tailed test) 
or P(u>uo<. J ]\,p2 ) (for one-tailed test). 
This is the total probability density at all the discrete 
points (a,b) included in the critical region. If this is 
expressed in a readily calculable form, two types of 
application are evident: 
(1) ~'Then the decision has been made to take two samples 
of, say, 50, or v1hen the available data happen to consist 
in samples of this size, we may ask, "what is the chance that 
the test described will show a difference in observed pro-
portions significant at the 55~ level when in fact, p1 and 
p2 are as different, say, as 0.50 and 0.65?". 
(2) On the other hand, we may use the theory to ask in 
3.dvance how large the samples should be so that the risk of 
:failing to deteot a given difference between p1 and p2 which 
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is considered to be of importance, shall be acceptably small. 
For example, we may ask, "what sizes of san:tples should we 
take so that in applying our test we may have a high, say 
a 90;;, chance ::Jf detecting that the proportions are not 
equal when, in fa.ct, they are as different as 0.50 and 0.65?". 
If the above procedure is to be easily applied, a ready 
means must be available of calculating the power of the test 
for a given significance level and sample size. In a paper 
nublished in B:~ometrika1 in 1948, P. B. Patnaik presented 
in a simple, though approximate, form a means of determining 
the power function of the test for the difference between 
two proportions. One of Mr. Patnaik's aplJroximations will 
be developed ar:.d an example given showing the application of 
the power function approximated by this method. 
It is clear that for given m, n and ot, the power of the 
test will be constant on certain contours in the p1 , p 2 
space such as those shown in Fig. 4. We shall examine the 
approximate form of these contours and show that in the 
important case when m = n = !N, the family of contours is 
independent of N and o< , although the power associated with 
a particular contour will be a function of N and o(. , which 
has been tabled. Throughout the investigation, approximations 
are made of the type involved in representing binomial or 
.1 
P. B. Patnaik, "The Power Function in a 2X2 Table", 
Biometrika, v. 35, pp. 157-173. 
hypergeometric distributions by normal distributions. 
1.0 
Values of p1 
1 Fig. 4. Power contours 
(m =n =50). 
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'.'ie now consider an approximation to the distribution 
of a under the hypothesis H1 , under which the population 
proportions are p1 and p2 • 
If we replace the hypergeometric term in the brackets by 
the ordinate of a normal curve having the mean and standard 
deviation of the hypergeometric 
m 
p (a, r )= ~! 
1 
p~<J.~rl) 
series, then 
frs.-rmf] a r.s. \ q2 1 exp N ~Pl <J.2~ • ,r:-:- Y ~rN 2mrs p--q:-v:nr 'N'£\N-1) N,.(N-1) 2 1 
Wri tinJPl q,2)a..as exp ra 
\Pill L ' log/p1q2)\l, collecting the terms (i>2ql u 
containing a and making a perfect square, we obtain 
and 
Thus (22) is the approximate conditional distribution of 
a on the diagonal r:: a-tb and is seen to be normal with 
mean=rm/N+mnrs/N~(N-1) log(p1 q2/p2q1)and standard devi-
ation =Vmnrs/N .. (N-1). Defining 
u- a-rmf¥ 
- {!IID.rs/N£11-1) 
equation (22) becomes 
p(ujrl::- _.1:...._ exp [-! fu- V mnrs/Nz.(N-1) 
{27r ' 
where h(r) = lf"mnrs/N'-(N-1) 
and is a function of r only, since s (eN-r) and the other 
quantities are given. 
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• 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
If p1 and p2 are equal, then (23) reduces to the 
distribution of u under H , 
0 
(25) 
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which is the normal approximation used in obtaining the 
test criterion. This distribution is independent of r, 
but the distribution of u under H1 , given by (23) is not 
independent of r. It is normal, with the same standard 
deviation as for (25), but with its mean shifted by h(r). 
What may be termed the conditional power, for r fixed, 
test, 
(26) 
and, for the one-tailed test, 
""' J 0"' 1 2 P(u::>~lrl= j p(uir)du:_l_ e- 2 u du. 
v... if2rr u-Mr) 
0( 
(27) 
Since p(u) = p(ulr)p(r), the "over-all" power function is 
(;>C 
J P((u\::>u 1 lr)p(r) dr. (28) ::;"'-
--
:~or the two-tailed test with a similar expression for the 
one-tailed test. The labor involved in calculating the 
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over-all power would in general be prohibitive, therefore 
some approximation for p(r), expression (21), is re~uired, 
The simplest approximation is obtained by assuming r to 
be normally distributed. Since a and b are distributed 
binomially with means mp1 and np2 , and standard deviations 
mp1 ~l and np2~2 , r=- a+b can be considered as distributed 
normally with m~an= mplnp2 and standard deviation 
- (mp ~ -t np ~ ) 2 • That is, 2] l l 2 2 ~ 
B
(r- (mpl-tnp2) 
p ( r) ;::- l exp 1 • 
V 2"Tr ,/ (mp ~ -t-np q l 2 (mpl ~irnp2q2) 
v l l 2 2 
( 29) 
Hence, the expression (28) for the over-all power function 
becomes 
for the two-tailed test with a similar expression for the 
one-tailed test. 
The over-all power is a function of p1 and p2 , for 
given m, n, and<>( and may be written as/ (p1 ,p2}m,n, <>{). 
Similarly, the conditional power function may be written as 
~(p1 ,p2 1 m,n,c<,r). They will be denoted by I and/{r) 
:respectively. 
Suppose J1 = mp1 T np2 , o-";.~=mp1 q1 -t np2~2 and A 1 A J 
(30) 
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etc, equal the higher moments of the normal distribution 
(29). Then, from (30) 
A = I r:P [-(r-..#, )J jJ (r) dr. r V2TT a-) _eJ 2 o->-
-o-> 
Expanding ;S(r) by Taylor's series, ~ 
l(r)= /(~J+(r-A)I'{_A) -t- (r-{() f"(~) + '" 
and substituting in above, we obtain 
-A= ~'l1)-'- j exf' [- (r-.P,J'-7 c/r r ( / J I/2.7T cr 2. r:r.. .J 
-~ 
-
-t- ;J'(/1) bq-l exr f (:-:/} (r-/{,) dr 
-t-1''(;-<,) ~ J~xf [- (r-x/"1 (r-1~1,)-z.. d, + "• 
:z! 2-'IT tr - - 2. cr- ~ _; 
It follows that an approximation to the over-all power;9 is 
J ufl. .. - ~ (?,) v ... I -z:: I{;<-;) = /- fi7r - u"'-~ t, (f-1.) e d u (31 l 
ror the two-tailed test, or 
J .:?"' -J/.-'" I (A ) == ~ v.c ~ ~ > 2- cJ "' 
:ror the one-tailed test, substituting)'1for r in the 
•3Xpressions (26) and (27). 
(32) 
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Suppose m= n= ~N. Thenft,=n(p1-+p2 ). Substituting in 
(24) and replacing N2 (N-l) by N3 (=Sn3), the error being 
negligible when n is not too small, we find 
l l [ jl lJ (1-p ) h(fl,) = (n) 2 22 (p1 -t- p2 ) (2-p -P) 2 log"l 2 • 4 1 2 p (1-p ) 2 1 
In the case of the one-tailed test, where the alternative 
is P1>p2 , h(;{,) is positive. In the other case with 
alternatives p1< p2 or p1 > p2 , h ( l'f,) is negative or positive. 
But from the expression (31), for the approximate power, it 
is seen that the sign of h(~ ) is immaterial. So, 
putting 
we have 
h= /h(jl, ll ' 
k::- k(pl,p2) = 'r f (ptp2) (2-pl-p2) logpl(l-p2) 
p2(1-pl) 
From (31) and (32) it follows that the approximation, for 
given n== ~Nand cJ..., the power,~ , is a function of k 
only, i.e. 
/ (pl'p2 ln,n,o<.) =/(kin, col.). 
From (33) Patnaik calculated k for 
p ,p = 0.05(0.05)0.95, 1 2 
some values of which are given in Table 6. Thus for m=:n 
the values of p1 , p2 and the power of the test may be 
.Linked up as follows: 
' (33) 
(34) 
(i) Table 6 relates p1 ,p2 to k. 
(ii) E~uation (34) gives h in terms of k and n. 
(iii) The normal integrals (31) and (32) give the 
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power in terms of h and the significance levelo( emplo:;,ed 
in the test. 
1 
The power as a function of h = kn 2 and o< is given in 
Table 7. For the two-tailed test we re~uire the integral 
( 31) • this by P, i.e. 
f u~~..._-h 1. _\) P= 1- _L e T f27f -u -h 
-\:."" 
Denoting 
(35) 
the value of P is given in columns 2 and 3 of Table 7. 
As h increases, the contribution to this integral from 
one tail rapidly becomes negligible, so that (35) ap-
proxima tes to 
JO" 1 2 -:zU d 1 t 27T u-k;;::h e u. 
From (32) we see that this integral is the power of the 
one-tailed test, applied at the significance level ~ c4.. 
1 Example 3. Two e~ual groups of seeds were allowed 
to germinate in dishes containing filter papers soaked 
respectively in rain water and in water allowed to seep 
through loam before use. 
1 
Biometrika, v. 35, p. 167. 
Loam water 
Rain water 
Total 
Germinated 
37 
32 
69 
Ungerminated 
13 
18 
31 
Total 
50 
50 
100 
50 
To test if the type of water affects germination, u 
has been calculated to be 1.11 and referred to the normal 
probability scale. It is seen that there is no significant 
difference at the 5% level. 
It might be asked what magnitude of difference could 
we hope to detect using two samples of 50. Suppose, for 
example, that for these populations 80%, say, of seeds 
will germinate in loam water and 60% in rain water; what 
would have been the chance of establishing significance 
at 5~; level? 
To obtain this, we find from Table 6 the value of 
k for p1 = 0~8 and p2 ::::: 0.6, which is seen to be 0.318. 
Then we enter Table 7 in the colw,m of n =50 and find that 
this value of k lies between the tabulated values 0.311 and 
0.325. They correspond to the figures 0.5949 and 0.6331 
in the column of P foro< =0.05. So, the approximation to 
the power lies between these values and by linear inter-
polation is found to be 0,61. If the level chosen for the 
test is o<.= 0.01, we find that the power is only 0.37. This 
:> 
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1his Jc£J.ble i.s ecn cAcerpt from 
n t~ble in Bio,;etri:ca, v. 35, "J, 17/f, 
1.00 
0. 95 
0.90 
0,85 
0,80 
0.75 
0.70 
0.65 
0.60 
0.55 
0.50 
0. 1+5 
0,40 
0.35 
0,30 
0,25 
0.20 
0.15 
0,10 
0.05 
0.00 
N 
0.. 
'H 
0 
<ll 
(j) 
:::! 
.-j 
~J 
!> 
) 
"' f-' 
~ j 
-P of equation (35) Values of k accordin"' to h and n 
~ 0.05 .0.01 10 15 50 100 150 ~ 
0.1 0.0511 0.0104 0.032 0.026 . 0.014 0,010 o.oo8 0.1 
"" 
. 
"' "' 
O'd 
Values for 'H-t+> 0'-<D 0--l.) 'H~+> h = 0.2(0.1)2,1 "'•rl 0 0 +> 
are omitted, m--- El .-l •rl 
"'0 0 fll- Ei 
::JN <DOO 
0. 696 .-l "' ::J--o 2.2 0.5949 0.3535 0, 568 a:l I/ H 0. 311 aJ II ~ 0.220 0.180 2.2 
2.3 0.6331 0. 3913 0.727 0.594 l>.::: a:l 0. 325 l> Q a:l 0.230 0.188 2.3 
Values for h 
h= 2.4(0,1)3.0 I 
are omitted, ' 
3.2 0.8925 0.7337 1.012 0.826 0.453 0.320 0.261 3.2 
3.4 0.9251 0.7951 1.075 0.873 0.481 0.340 0.278 3.4 
I 
I ValL\es for 
I h = 3.6(0.2)5.0 ~ are omitted. 
Table 7. Relating Power ru1d k,n,n and d-., • This table is 
an excerpt from a table in Biometrika, v. 35, p.l75. 
\J1 
N 
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indicates that with two samples of 50, there is a very 
considerable risk of failing to establish significance 
when the difference in chances of germination is of this 
order. 
Suppose now we asked how large the samples should 
have been to give a probability of 0.9 of establishing 
significance when the true percentages germinating are 
80 in loam water and 60 in rain water? We then proceed 
as follows: In Table 7, entering the colunm of P under 
e>(=0.05, we find that 0.90 lies between 0.8925 and 
0.9251 and following the rows of these figures we see 
that k = 0. 318 lies between the figures in the colunms of 
n:: 100 and n= 150. As the interval is too wide for 
interpolation we find h in colunm 1 corresponding to 
P = 0. 90 in colunm 2 and then from the relation n = h2 /k2 
we obtain n to be nearly 105. If the level chosen is 
c{= 0.01, the samples should be of size 150 to give the 
same power. 
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Summary 
We have investigated the viewpoints from which four 
different authors have approached the problem of the 
2X2 table, and have developed the significance test for 
the 2X2 table that was proposed by each of these authors. 
No attempt has been made to distinguish which, in our 
opinion, is the "best" test, We have presented t:tese 
tests from the viewpoint of the respective author; 
therefore, it is up to the reader to choose, if he so 
desires, which test he believes to be the "best" test, 
Finally, we have shown how the power function may 
play a useful part in indicating, before the data are 
collected, how large the sample should be to avoid an 
inconclusive result, and developed one of Patnaik's 
methods for approximating the power function. 
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